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T
he bene� ts derived 
from the shale gas 
and tight oil revolu-

tion are undeniable. In 
the span of about a dec-
ade, the abundance of 

oil and gas made accessible through the com-
bination of horizontal drilling and multistage 
fracturing technology has utterly transformed 
the North American supply picture and roiled 
global energy markets along the way.

It has transformed the U.S. into the biggest 
combined oil and gas producer on the planet, 
and put it on pace to surpass its record crude 
oil output, set in 1970, before the oil price col-
lapse put the brakes on its growth. By driving 
down energy costs, it has bolstered the com-
petitiveness of the U.S. economy and improved 
its balance of payments while creating a level 
of energy security not seen in decades.

� ere are indications unconventional 
production is leading to a manufacturing 
revival with some industries—like plastics 
and petrochemicals, fertilizer production 
and energy-intensive industries like steel 
and aluminum—reshoring operations to 
North American soil.

Consider the conclusions of just a few of 
the studies into its impact. Unconventional 
oil and gas has already created major 
economic bene� ts for the U.S., adding 
more than $430 billion to annual GDP and 
supporting more than 2.7 million jobs that 
pay, on average, two times the median U.S. 
salary, said a Harvard Business School and 
Boston Consulting Group report published 
in June, America’s Unconventional Energy 
Opportunity: a Win-Win for the Economy, the 
Environment and a Lower-Carbon, Cleaner-
Energy Future.

“America’s abundant and low-cost 
unconventional gas and oil resources are a 
once-in-a-generation opportunity to change 
the nation’s economic and energy trajectory. 
� e U.S. now has a global energy advantage, 
with wholesale natural gas prices averaging 
about one-third of those in most other indus-
trial countries, and industrial electricity prices 
30–50 per cent lower than in other major 
export nations. � at means major bene� ts 
for industry, households, governments and 
communities, while reducing America’s trade 
de� cit and geopolitical risks,” it states.

An MIT Technology Review article, Shale 
Gas Will Fuel a U.S. Manufacturing Boom, 

says: “� e plummeting price of natural gas—
which can be used to make a vast number of 
products, including tires, carpet, antifreeze, 
lubricants, cloth and many types of plastic—is 
luring key industries to the United States. 
Just � ve years ago, natural gas prices were 
so high that some chemical manufacturers 
were shutting down U.S. operations. Now the 
ability to access natural gas trapped in shale 
rock formations, using technologies such as 
hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling, 
has lowered American prices to a fraction of 
those in other countries.”

And according to a report written by 
University of Michigan professors, Shale Gas: 
A Game-Changer for U.S. Manufacturing: 
“Managed properly, the availability of low-
cost shale gas could catalyze a renaissance in 
U.S. manufacturing, revitalizing the chemical 
industry and enhancing the global competi-
tiveness of energy-intensive manufacturing 
sectors such as aluminum, steel, paper, glass 
and food.”

Certainly, the scale of the opportunity 
is large. But “managed properly” can mean 
many things. In part, it means creating the 
conditions in which the industry can thrive. 
But it also puts some onus on the industry 
to manage its operations in ways to ensure it 
maintains the social licence to operate.

� at means minimizing the negative 
impacts of horizontal drilling and multi-
stage fracturing, such as its large-scale use 
of water and its use of chemical additions 
to water, the perceived threat fracturing 
poses to fresh water contamination, and its 
greenhouse gas emissions (including vent-
ing, � aring and fugitive emissions).

� ese are challenges with technology 
solutions, some of which we examine in this 
issue. Technologies that enable fracturing 
with less or no water, for example, o� er mul-
tiple bene� ts, not least of which is the ability 
to cut the costs associated with sourcing, treat-
ing and disposing of massive quantities of it.

As the Harvard Business School study 
notes, North America has had a 10–15-year 
head start in commercializing unconven-
tional resources, and current low prices 
are unlikely to signi� cantly impact the 
fundamental competitive advantage that 
creates over the next several decades. It is 
too big an advantage to risk squandering by 
not managing it properly.

  Maurice Smith
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#VANGUARD

Population growth, an expanding economy, more stringent 
environmental regulations and climate change are all expected to 
drive a transition to waterless extraction, a panel discussion audience 
heard at an Oilweek Speaker Series event held in Calgary. “As we try 
to grow our business, the competition for water is going to rise. The 
companies that don’t understand this probably aren’t going to be at 
the forefront of growing in the industry,” said Prit Kotecha, director, 
environmental excellence and climate change, Suncor Energy .

Alberta should set a target for technology investment over the next 10 
years and invest funds from its carbon levy to develop and deploy those 
technologies, the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) 
said in its submission to the panel working on a plan to reduce the 
province’s greenhouse gas emissions. “In our generation, we can make 
Alberta’s oilpatch the high-tech environmental leader of the world,” said 
CAPP president Tim McMillan.

Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation 
Alliance is co-sponsoring a 
$20-million challenge that 
calls on teams to develop 
breakthrough technologies that 
convert CO2 into products with 
high net value. Co-sponsored 
by NRG Energy, the 4.5-year 
Carbon XPRIZE competition 
includes two tracks—with new 
technologies to be tested at 
either a coal power plant or a 
natural gas facility.

Canada’s oil and gas industry could reduce methane emissions by 
45 per cent using existing technology, says a study commissioned 
by the Environmental Defense Fund. It found the industry could 
eliminate the equivalent of 27 million tonnes of CO2 emissions at a 
cost of $2.76 per tonne.

New technology could roughly double production from proposed oilsands 
projects, Imperial Oil chief executive offi cer Rich Kruger told investors at a 
Toronto conference. Tests of solvent assist SAGD show a nearly 30 per cent 
increase in production, while new generators burn less natural gas. The 
technologies could increase production to 55,000–75,000 bbls/d, up from 
30,000–40,000 bbls/d.

ZERO WATER USE

45
PER CENT

ROUGHLY
DOUBLE
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T
he oilsands are in a pickle. For the last decade, 
Canada’s largest source of hydrocarbon production 
has relied primarily on in situ, steam assisted grav-

ity drainage (SAGD) for its growth. Since the plunge in 
world oil prices, however, many of the proposed future 
projects have been placed in doubt, with operators 
struggling to � nd more economical ways of extracting 
the viscous crude. “With oil at $50, we are in post-SAGD 
territory,” says Zhangxing (John) Chen. “We need to 
revolutionize the way we extract bitumen in order to be 
competitive with other hydrocarbon sources.”

Chen is a professor in the Department of Chemical 
and Petroleum Engineering at the University of Calgary, 
and a world leader in the study of heavy oil. After receiv-
ing his initial training as a mathematician in China, he 
focused on numerical reservoir simulations for Chinese 
energy giants CNCP, parent of PetroChina, and CNOOC 

Group. His studies took him to the U.S., where the 
obtained his PhD from Purdue University in 1991.

Chen currently holds the NSERC/AI-EES/Foundation 
CMG Industrial Research Chair in Reservoir Simulation 
and AITF (iCORE) Industrial Chair in Reservoir 
Modeling, and is director, iCentre for Simulation 
& Visualization. He has helped solve problems for 
ExxonMobil in the U.S., PDVSA in Venezuela and heavy 
oil and bitumen operators in Canada. “Suncor used our 
simulators to increase production and lower the steam/
oil ratio in their Firebag SAGD project,” he notes.

Chen’s research involves many di� erent academic 
aspects, from the theoretical creation of mathematical 
models to the formulation of physical reservoir prob-
lems, but the real meat of his work is developing the 
software codes that allow highly sophisticated reservoir 
simulation.   

 ENIGMA SOLVED
Production from oilsands SAGD 
facilities, like Suncor Energy’s 
MacKay River operations, is 
challenging to model due to the 
numerous variables involved. 
The University of Calgary turned 
to the power of a massively 
parallel processing network to 
solve the problem.

RESEARCH

PARALLEL SOLUTION
Computing muscle helping academics and the oilpatch fi nd better ways to produce heavy crude
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Conventional reservoirs in porous 
sandstones and carbonates are relatively 
simple to model. Unconventional 
reservoirs, such as the oilsands, have a 
plethora of variables, including com-
plex geometries and multi-phase flow 
(oil, gas, water and sand). When you 
add in steam extraction mechanisms 
and chemical additives, then the task 
of modelling the reservoir in a mean-
ingful way requires the gargantuan 
power of a massively parallel process-
ing (MPP) network.

“When you have a massively parallel 
computing network, you can run larger 
databases with greater geological and 
production details,” says Chen. “You can 
solve more phenomena and increase your 
accuracy of your calculation of resources. 
You can therefore increase recovery.”

MPPs use thousands of separate pro-
cessors to perform a set of coordinated 
computations simultaneously. “� e 
speed of calculation is directly related to 

the number of CPUs,” says Chen. “If you 
have one CPU and your calculation takes 
one hour, then it will take only half an 
hour if you have two CPUs. Many of our 
calculations can take 10 days on a single 
CPU. With 8,000 CPUs, it only takes a 
matter of minutes.”

Not surprisingly, MPPs are not 
thick on the ground. Upfront capital 
expenditures for such systems are in 
the order of millions of dollars, and 
the operating expenses for support 
staff, electrical power and associated 
infrastructure can vex even the biggest 
university budgets.

Enter IBM. For the last 10 years, 
the IBM Alberta Centre for Advanced 
Studies (CAS) has o� ered Alberta univer-
sities’ health, environment and natural 
resource researchers free access to their 
high performance computing (HPC) 
platform. Ulisses Mello is director of IBM 
Research - Brazil. He has a PhD in geol-
ogy, and is currently in Canada working 
with academics to assess and collaborate 
on big data challenges.

“IBM has a corporate approach in 
which we build university relationships 
on several levels,” says Mello. “We do 
collaborative work with the best research 
groups, and we also look for trainees and 
recruitment. We also have consortiums 
that include universities and companies 
that form ecosystems that are committed 
to broader goals.”

IBM is working with Chen to under-
stand the computational requirements 
for reservoir simulation of heavy oil. “It 
is a highly non-linear task, and we are 
working on ways to better con� gure the 
platform,” says Mello. “We are very happy 
to learn his needs, because it leads to 
better designs and technologies—it’s a 
two-way street.”

IBM leverages that learning with its 
corporate clients. “People hear ‘IBM’ and 
think of hardware, which is no longer 

strictly the case,” says Mello. “We are no 
longer just a supplier of technology; we 
are involved with strategic initiatives, 
industrial clouds and much more.” � e 
Alberta CAS mimics the new computing 
model; it has no bricks-and-mortar cam-
pus, or even a dedicated box covered 
in blinking lights. “It is a virtual centre, 
operating in our HPC industrial cloud,” 
says Mello.

For Chen, access to the HPC allows 
his 50 graduate students and 10 post-
docs to improve their modelling in a 
number of ways. “� e collaboration 
with IBM allows us to increase accur-
acy, speed and robustness,” he says. 
“Robustness is the ability to add more 
physics and chemistry into the simula-
tion; it allows for greater number of vari-
ables and di� erent situations, and makes 
your simulations more realistic.”

� e vast computing power also allows 
academics to experiment with im-
mersive visualization. � e University of 
Calgary has a “cave” where researchers 
like Mario Costa-Sousa and his students 
can project information in a manner 
that allows for the accurate and e�  cient 
determination of every stage of a reser-
voir’s exploration and production cycle. 
“� e main goal is to provide expert users 
with a more integrated visual analysis 
environment so they can interact, ma-
nipulate, explore and gain new insights,” 
he noted in a recent interview.

Having access to powerful comput-
ing capabilities is especially critical 
for an oilpatch being challenged by a 
rock-bottom commodity cycle. “We 
are looking at new recovery process 
ideas that can cut costs for shale gas, 
shale oil and oilsands,” says Chen. “We 
model simulations in which we add 
solvents, surfactants, chemicals and 
additives such as propane and butane. 
We are also looking at electric heating, 
magnetic heating and catalysts to see 
what works best. With the scale of the 
oilsands, even one per cent increase in 
e�  ciency or recovery can make a huge 
di� erence.” 

Over the last 10 years, Alberta re-
searchers have successfully completed 
dozens of projects, generating real-world 
value. What will the next 10 years hold 
for Chen? “� e environment can bene� t 
tremendously from new technologies,” 
he notes. “We can work to lower water 
usage, natural gas usage and greenhouse 
gas emissions. Our target is to reduce 
energy usage by 90 per cent.”

For IBM, cognitive computing holds 
special potential. “We are developing 

I NTE R N ET OF TH I NGS

 VISUAL AID
Researchers at the University of Calgary have 
access to a visualization centre where high-
resolution displays aid in the research of 
complex problems, such as sorting out the 
plethora of variables involved in the production 
of oil from unconventional reservoirs.

 SPEEDY 
SIMULATIONS
Using access to IBM’s 
high-performance 
computing platform, 
researchers can model 
various production 
scenarios in a matter of 
minutes that previously 
would have taken days 
to calculate.
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OpenPOWER, a new platform and 
way to con� gure chips,” says Mello. 
“We have a new chip called SyNAPSE 
that is designed to simulate neural 
networks and have cognitive abil-
ities, such as voice recognition. It can 
process data right on the spot prior to 
transmission.”

New chips, algorithms and applica-
tions are also going to bene� t knowledge 
management. “Right now, there are 
several reservoir simulation models for 
heavy oil, each of which are best for par-
ticular reservoirs,” says Mello. “Knowing 
which is best takes a lot of experience. 
We will be working with experts to cap-
ture best practices to help manage the 
complexity of data and the multitude of 
analytical options.”

Chen hopes that his group’s work 
will help engineers focus on the most 
important reservoir variables, as well as 
eventually lead the way to o� -the-shelf 
apps that can draw on far larger parallel 
computing systems.

IBM expects that new technology will 
aid geoscientists. “Adding value to seis-
mic data involves two equally important 
components; computations and inter-
pretations,” says Mello. “You can work 
with algorithms and computing power to 
increase computational capability, but 
interpretation relies heavily on human 
experts, and that’s not easily scalable. 
Knowledge management will become 
increasingly important.”

In the meantime, Chen and his 
team will continue to plug away at what 
they do best—with a little help from 
their friends. “� ere are a lot of massive 
parallel clusters available in Canada to 
academics,” says Chen. “But IBM o� ers a 
preference for energy research, and has 
really good scalability.”

 Gordon Cope

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Zhangxing Chen, University of Calgary
Tel: 403-220-7825
Email: zhachen@ucalgary.ca
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B
ubbles, of all things, are the key component in 
an oil-water separation technology originally 
developed in Alberta by Seair, albeit for purposes 

unrelated to oil and gas.
Designed as a better way to disperse oxygen in 

water, the technology is now being marketed for other 
applications in Alberta’s oilpatch. “Today, the oilsands 
represent a big slice of the growing western Canadian 
market for Seair technology,” says Kyle Greene, Seair 
chief technology o�  cer. Applications include treating 
hydrogen sulphide, boosting levels of dissolved oxygen 
and cutting ammonia concentrations.

Seair’s systems, which are being used at several oil-
sands facilities, can be used in dewatering applications. 
Syncrude Canada has 17 Seair units treating basal water 
at its Aurora mine. An additional seven units treating 

basal water are in service at other customer facilities. 
Newalta uses Seair’s technology to adjust the pH level 
in high-pH waste water, such as evaporator and boiler 
blowdown water. � e technology is versatile, solving a 
host of complex water treatment issues.

� e newest application for Seair’s technology is the 
treatment of produced water and de-oiling of waste 
water. While current technologies can remove much 
of the oil found in produced water, residual oil often 
remains trapped in the emulsion, even after treatment. 
Seair calls this its SWEET (Superior Water Emulsion 
E� acing Treatment) technology, and it’s designed 
to target these more persistent—and often more 
challenging—emulsions.

Greene says the systems are able to remove up to 
99.9 per cent of the oil remaining in produced water.  

 SWEET SOLUTION
Using micron-sized bubbles, 
Seair’s SWEET water treatment 
system targets the most 
challenging emulsions in oil� eld 
produced water and waste 
water, resulting in up to 99.9 
per cent removal.

WATER TREATMENT

Oil-water separation technology uses micron-sized bubbles to split emulsions

ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY

TINY BUBBLES
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in diagnosing the problem to be solved, 
according to Greene, before prescribing 
a solution for the customer.

“I want to see the type of facility they 
have, understand what they’re doing, 
and look at the emulsion before we say 
what we’re going to add to it,” he says. 
In most cases, the emulsion consists of 
� nely-dispersed oil droplets, although he 
admits that represents the simple case. It 
sometimes gets more complex.

Not all of what’s in an emulsion is 
residue from � oods. Drilling � uids can 
also leave residue in produced water. 
“� ere may be dissolved chemicals, 
like organic acids, which stabilize oils 
very e� ectively,” says Greene. “� en the 
oil doesn’t break o�  as easily. � ere’s a 
whole plethora of di� erent emulsions,” 
he adds.

In treating produced water or waste 
water before downhole injection, the 
Seair system can be used to reduce pH 
to achieve levels acceptable to regulators 
and operators. “In any case, Seair’s tech-
nology can be optimized to satisfy vary-
ing parameters and provide a unique 
solution,” he says.

One bene� t of the technology is sim-
plicity. Bubbles are generated inside a 
di� usion chamber that’s similar to other 
steel pressure vessels. With no moving 
parts, the di� user works passively, and 
produced water is forced into it under 
pressure. Fewer moving parts means less 
energy use and less maintenance.

strengthened the bonds in the oil-water 
emulsion, the microbubbles will still 
work to split the emulsion by “grabbing 
onto” and carrying away the oil droplets, 
the company says.

Apart from ordinary produced water, 
Greene says the SWEET system can split 
more complex emulsions, including, 
for example, water containing poly-
mers such as those used in water� ood 
enhanced oil recovery projects, where 
polymers are used to thicken the water 
and increase the friction required to 
push the oil more uniformly through the 
sands of the formation.

� e company just completed a com-
mercial-scale � eld demonstration with a 
major producer in Alberta on a produced 
water project and the results were ex-
tremely positive, according to Greene.

He says SWEET can handle excur-
sions of large concentrations of oil with-
out fouling downstream equipment and 
still remove 99.9 per cent of the oil. � is 
capability to handle such large periodic 
concentrations of oil without fouling 
downstream equipment or requiring 
downstream equipment be by-passed 
to avoid clogging � lters, processing 
equipment and disposal wells saves 
producers signi� cant maintenance costs. 
� e recovery of additional oil that would 
otherwise be lost can also add hundreds 
of thousands to producers’ revenues.

Assessing the kind of emulsion a 
customer is dealing with is the � rst step 

After treatment, the oil that’s left will 
be in the range of 30 parts per million 
or less.

Seair’s SWEET technology creates 
microbubbles that split the oil-water 
emulsion by attaching themselves to oil 
globules in the water, which can then be 
separated more e� ectively. According 
to the company, the bubbles created in 
Seair’s di� usion chamber are, on aver-
age, just � ve microns across, smaller 
than most, increasing their surface area 
up to 10,000 times and multiplying their 
e� ectiveness by orders of magnitude.

Even where a customer has, through 
the use of chemicals, inadvertently 

I want to see the 
type of facility they 
have, understand 
what they’re doing, 
and look at the 
emulsion before 
we say what we’re 
going to add to it.”

— Kyle Greene, chief 
technology o�  cer, Seair

Diffusion
Chamber

NITROGEN 
RECEIVING TANK

NITROGEN
CONCENTRATOR

AIR

SKIMMER

RECOVERED OIL TANK

PRODUCED
WATER TANK

PUMP

SOURCE: SEAIR

 Diagram showing the general 
operation of Seair’s oil-water 
separation system.
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Inside the chamber, proprietary elongated ori� ces 
inject gas and liquid in intersecting streams. For de-
oiling in oil industry applications, the gas being injected 
is typically natural gas, although other gases may also 
be used. A shearing mechanism is created between 
the two streams. � e sharper the angle between the 
streams, the smaller the bubbles formed.

New technology is often di�  cult to introduce to the 
oil and gas sector, which typically requires proof that it 
works with minimal risk before adopting it, Greene says. 
Seair is in the process of proving out its technology in 
� eld trials and full-scale operations with several leading 
exploration and production, midstream and oil� eld ser-
vices companies, including Ledcor and Newalta. Others 
are under con� dentiality at the client’s request.

Some of these trials have recently been successfully 
completed and are expected to result in commercial 
implementation and orders for Seair. “We expected and 
continue to expect these trials and commercial-scale 
� eld demonstrations to be successful,” says Greene. 
“But until we have more installations to reference, we 
have to go through this process with producers, espe-
cially with more challenging emulsions, so that they see 
for themselves it works for them at commercial scale. So 
far, we’ve pretty much surpassed their expectations.”

Seair recently announced a pending trial pro-
gram with Petroleum Development Oman for a major 
polymer � ood, produced water operation in Oman. In 
April, Seair announced its partnership with Renewable 
Fluid Services and UAE-based Al Mansoori Specialized 
Engineering to address the multi-billion dollar produced 
water market in the Middle East. � is engagement is a 
result of that partnership, says Greene.

“We welcome the opportunity to run this trial and 
work closely with our client, PDO, to demonstrate the 
strength of our technology and to achieve a successful 
outcome for both parties,” he says. � e trial is expected 
to commence over the next few months.

 James Mahony

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Kyle Greene, Seair Inc.
Tel: 403-771-0114
Email: kyle@seairinc.com
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water  misers
How new waterless fracturing technology could  
cool environmental worries in dry environments

By Carter Haydu
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water, its use, management and protection, 
is a central economic, ecologic and social 
concern when considering the practice of 

hydraulic fracturing.
“Putting it into the wells, what you get back is actually 

very unfriendly. Disposing of that is costly and has an en-
vironmental impact,” says Grant Nevison, executive vice-
president of industrial gases at Millennium Stimulation 
Services. He adds that water fracs are typically greenhouse-
gas (GHG) intensive as well.

“Following a frac, generally a well is vented into the 
atmosphere, because that is the lowest pressure source 
and you are trying to get out all or as much of this water as 
you can. Of course, natural gas accompanies that and just 
percolates into it—native natural gas. With that, [operators] 
vent and � are at the end of every treatment to get that � ow 
started and to get the water out of the well.”

With water worries on the minds of producers, regula-
tors and the general public, companies are looking to 
new methods that reduce or even eliminate water use in 
fracturing. At Millennium, the solution is to take what is es-
sentially lique� ed natural gas (LNG) and pump it downhole. 
For Norway-based Fishbones AS, solving the water issue 
involves a mechanical medley of pipes containing several 
titanium needles to bore through rock, making tiny laterals.

“� ere are a lot of positive bene� ts from the re-
duced amount of � uids being pumped,” says Kevin Rice, 
Fishbones’ North American regional manager. “What is 
required on location is a huge amount of reduced horse-
power required to do any type of hydraulic treatment.”

He adds, “We are by no means trying to replace 
fracturing, but there are places and certain applications 
where fracturing just doesn’t make sense for one reason 

or another, and in those situations sometimes Fishbones is 
a good � t.”

Fishing for a way off water
Fishbones has two methods for deploying its technology, 
depending on whether the target formation is carbonate or 
not. For limestone and chalks, the tiny needles actually bore 
by squeezing out a hydrochloric acid solution that dissolves 
rock to create small tunnels for the needles to extend further 
and further from the mother bore.

“Hydrochloric acid is a natural substance,” Rice says. “It 
is actually pretty much the same thing that your stomach 
has, and so it is quite a natural phenomenon.”

Vast tracts of the Middle East, the U.S. and much of 
Mexico produce hydrocarbons from carbonate reservoirs. 
However, there are also traditional sandstone reser-
voirs that do not react to hydrochloric acid. � erefore, 
Fishbones also deploys a version of its technology with 
hundreds of small drillbits.

“In certain cases, we have had a 30-time increase in 
the productivity index, which is a method of measuring 
production,” says Rice. While Fishbones uses some water in 
its process, such as to deliver diluted acid into the carbon-
ate rock, the amount of water used is relatively small—in 
the order of thousands of gallons—compared to a typical 
hydraulic fracturing job, which can use millions of gallons of 
water, he adds.

“One of the things that is quite di� erent about our system 
as well is that we actually place the Fishbones laterals at 
certain depths along the well. We can actually target points of 
the formation to hit, and we know how far into the formation 
our laterals actually go…. � is allows operators to potentially 
avoid portions of the formation that produce a lot of water.” 

water  misers
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� e most notable limitation to Fishbones is its focus 
on conventional oil and gas plays, according to Rice. � e 
company does not yet tackle unconventional reservoirs, 
simply because the nature of shale-type plays is that 
they call for fracturing treatment that opens up to the 
largest volume of payload possible, and at the moment 
Fishbones’ technology does not increase contact area to 
the same degree as does hydraulic fracturing.

“We have some things on the horizon of our development 
that might make us more favourable for use in those types of 
reservoirs, but at the moment it is just not our focus.”

In Canada, he notes, the company is thinking about how 
its methods could be applied to SAGD operations in the oil-
sands. “We think we have a very strong position to be used 
in the injector side of SAGD well pairs, actually helping 
distribute steam in the reservoir, getting past many barrier 
and ba�  e issues created by shales, mudstones and those 
sorts of things in certain parts of the oilsands.”

Expanding on CO2
CO2 cannot remain in a liquid state above 31.1 degrees 
Celsius at 7.38 megapascals, and so when Ferus Natural 
Gas Fuels Inc. pumps an emulsion made up of 70 per 
cent liquid CO2 into the formation, it gasi� es, expands 
(one cubic metre of liquid CO2 equates to about 542 
cubic metres of gaseous CO2) and then pushes the 30 per 
cent polymer-gelled aqueous phase out of the fracture, 
leaving behind proppant. � e method typically reduces 
water use by 70–80 per cent.

“All of our CO2 is recovered from high-emitting man-
made sources in Canada. Gas plants, fertilizer plants—we 
currently have three facilities in Alberta that recover the CO2. 
It is then chilled into a liquid form and is transported to site,” 
says Murray Reynolds, director of technical services at Ferus.

According to Reynolds, using liquid CO2 is nothing new, 
and has been part of the upstream oil and gas industry for 
roughly half a century. What is new are the large, increasingly 
commonplace multistage fracs, and so what his company is 
doing is o� ering a new application to an old technology. Ferus 
recently completed a large job using liquid CO2 in the Bakken 
for Statoil ASA, as well as in the Foothills for Husky Energy.

“[In] certain formations you are going to see more 
bene� ts from using CO2 versus slick water. We are not 

KaBOOMing 
The Problem
Exploring explosions as an assist to fracturing

QUITE LITERALLY, ZDENĚK BAŽANT PROPOSES AN EXPLOSIVE 
solution to increase the amount of gas that can be extracted with the same 
amount of fracturing water, and thus reduce the amount of water required 
for the same amount of gas. Comminution, in which the solid material 
gets reduced to small particles, could break up rock via shockwaves from 
chemical explosions or electrohydraulic pulse.

“Explosive events with comminution materials can aff ect a region of 
a few metres around the borehole,” says the Northwestern University 
engineering professor. “That way, it can loosen any blockages that exist 
so the gas and oil can escape.” However, Bažant notes, this method 
cannot altogether replace conventional fl uid fracturing, because the 
area impacted by explosion is too small compared to the pay area 
producers are trying to access.

“It has potential as a secondary measure to improve the gas fl ow…
but it will not be the main procedure to comminute or create the many, 
many fracs in the fracking stage. The reason is that the power of shock-
waves from the explosion decays too fast with distance and becomes 
too weak at far enough distances.” He adds, “There is some possibility 
of multiple, simultaneous explosions…but we have not explored that.”

So far, according to Bažant, research into comminution for uncon-
ventional hydrocarbon production has been largely empirical. The next 
phase of research requires a theory that provides theoretical under-
standing and predicts the spread of hydraulic fractures; a theory that 
predicts the fracturing energy, crack fi elds, the role of water viscosity 
modifi cation and of the proppants.

To this end, the Evanston, Ill., university has research funding from 
the U.S. Department of Energy and Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
“Probably, if [industry] were to use explosions, then what is being ex-
plored and is most promising is the electrohydraulic shock—basically, a 
big spark is discharged,” says Bažant.

“That can create explosions much bigger than chemical explosions, 
because a typical diameter of the pipe [or steel casing] is only about 
four to six inches, and you just cannot pack enough explosive materials 
in that tight space. However, electrically we can create much bigger 
explosions.”

According to Bažant, oil and gas companies are interested in his re-
search, which he expects to produce results in two or three years, perhaps 
delivering a computer code that would assist the fracturing crews in order 
to optimize results. “We see the explosions as a sort of assistance, but still 
the main thing is to do fracturing by the pressurized fracking fl uid. Here, the 
objective is to create more cracks with the same amount of fracking fl uid.”

He adds, “If you increase effi  ciency and extract maybe twice as 
much gas with the same amount of water, then that is an enormous 
environmental benefi t, because there is half as much fracking water 
required for the same amount of gas. This is the aim.”

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Zdeněk Bažant, Northwestern University
Tel: 847-491-4025
Email: z-bazant@northwestern.edu

 GAS SUBSTITUTION
Replacing water with natural gas allows Millennium to dispense with 
the problems that come with sourcing and treating water, while 
improving production.
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seeing this as a panacea for every formation, and you are 
not going to see a huge bene� t for every formation. But 
certainly [it bene� ts] any of the water-sensitive formations 
in the Deep Basin or Montney, or even the Cardium.”

He adds, “If you want to save water or you can’t access 
water, or you have trouble � nding water, this will certainly work, 
and it will work as well as slickwater-based � uids. � e [Alberta 
Energy Regulator] is putting water restrictions in certain 
areas due to low stream � ows and low river levels, and so 
this is certainly an option for people who are interested in 
saving water.”

Currently, once Ferus deploys the CO2, about 30 per cent 
is sequestered in the formation as it latches onto connate 
waters, formation waters and rock surfaces. � e other 70 per 
cent is vented at the surface. “We do have long-term plans to 
capture it,” Reynolds says. “We are in the researching phase, 
and we want to eventually capture that CO2 and reuse it. But 
that is still a few years down the road.”

ENG to the rescue
Environmental regulations and economic stability are key 
reasons for deployment of energized natural gas (ENG) 
as a fracturing solution, which Millennium says enables 
a virtually complete replacement of water volumes while 
also eliminating the need to vent or � are gas emissions into 
the atmosphere. Millennium’s solution also improves well 
production and recovery.

“Natural gas is a resident component in the reservoir versus 
nitrogen or CO2, which are not,” says Michael Heier, president 
and chief executive o�  cer. By using natural gas for the foam frac, 
a commodity already in the reservoir, what comes back up can 
simply go online with the produced hydrocarbons, says Heier, 
who was founder of service company Trinidad Drilling.

Unlike GASFRAC Energy Services, a company which 
used propane gel in place of pressurized water to frac 
shale formations before recently going out of business, 

Millennium uses LNG as an energizer rather than as the 
primary carrying � uid. 

“From an economic perspective, on a plant basis 
we can generate LNG at current gas prices for probably 
around the same price—and maybe even slightly better—
for what you would pay to produce nitrogen. I can give it 
to the clients for what they actually pay for nitrogen, and 
still make a reasonable return in the plant. � e rest of it is 
the same process—whether a nitrogen or natural gas frac, 
it is the same equipment and same process.”

According to Nevison, ENG replaces liquid volumes 
with natural gas ones. If done on a water frac, the process 
can replace up to 90 per cent of the water. At that point, 
he says, companies could just move over to frac oil or 
produced oil to make up the remaining 10 per cent.

“� at way, we can either (a) reduce water if the oper-
ator feels he needs water, or (b) we can eliminate [water] 
if hydrocarbons are an option. � e beauty of this is that 
as soon as we start reducing water, we also allow the 
operator to � ow the gas injected immediately back to the 
pipeline. It is bene� cial not only in regards to getting rid 
of water, but also managing [GHGs].”

By putting less liquid in the reservoir, Nevison adds, 
there is less liquid to get trapped and block oil and gas 
production, and therefore operators will actually achieve 
better performance on their wells. “We take natural gas 
that has been produced anywhere in the � eld and we 
liquefy that by essentially cooling it down to LNG, which 
is just condensed natural gas that is at atmospheric pres-
sure, but is very cold at about minus 160 degrees Celsius.

“It is cryogenic, and that is something the oil� eld 
already deals with every day—cryogenic liquids with, for 
example, liquid nitrogen use.”

� e only limitation Heier sees with ENG is it might 
require new infrastructure in some areas to chill the 
natural gas. However, the process could prove to be a 
key solution in regions where operators might want to 
do multistage fracturing, but where an adequate water 
source is hundreds or even thousands of kilometres away.

“You might have to make all your fracturing � uids out of 
what pre-exists in the reservoir. We bring that opportunity 
to the table where you can take your condensates or native 
crudes coming out of the reservoir, and we are treating them 
so you can safely pump the native hydrocarbon liquids along 
with the ENG cryogenic side. � is creates an all-hydrocarbon 
fracture [that] eliminates � aring and water requirements, 
leading to reduced carbon footprint,” he says.  

 MULTILATERAL 
STIMULATION
Fishbones’ Dreamliner 
system drills laterals into 
the formation using rig 
pumps to circulate the 
drilling � uid already in 
the well. A number of 
small-diameter laterals 
jet out from the wellbore 
to penetrate the 
reservoir.
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A t a time when low commodity prices 
have placed a renewed emphasis on 
cost reductions, many multistage 

fracture companies have responded with new 
technologies to visualize fracs in real time, 
better place frac stages, improve downhole 
� uids and enhance proppant placement. � e 
innovations are helping to slash unit costs 
and provide operators a better bang for their 
bucks—a high priority in today’s environment.

A recently introduced slickwater frac 
system from Trican Well Service raised the 
average production of a group of wells in the 
Pembina Cardium by 65 per cent, the com-
pany says. � e new technology, called MVP 
Frac (MVP standing for maximum volumes 
placed), addressed a question that has been 
around for several years: How do you better 
distribute proppant across your net pay using 
slick water?

Trican makes the point that researchers 
in the oil and gas industry have focused on 
“viscosifying frac � uids” to improve proppant 
transport. Since there is no gel in a slickwater 
frac, operators have had to mostly rely on 
turbulence to get the grains of proppant sand 
to where they are needed, says David Browne, 
vice-president, communication and market-
ing at Trican.

Initially, the success of a special surfactant 
designed to improve the buoyancy of frac 
sand within a slickwater frac was a somewhat 
hit-and-miss a� air largely because other addi-
tives, like anti-scaling agents, which might 

be present in the water could compromise 
the surfactant’s action. � e surfactant was 
designed to coat proppant grains. � e gas-
philic coating attracts the nitrogen—or CO2, 
methane or air—that has been injected into 
the � uid stream and thus improves the prop-
pant’s buoyancy.

In order to avoid adding the MVP sur-
factant to the frac water, "now we pre-treat 
the sand as it drops into the blender tub," 
Browne says.

Aside from avoiding the e� ects of other 
additives in the frac water, treating the prop-
pant sand directly has another advantage, 
Browne says. “You can use � owback water. 
We had to use fresh water before, but now you 
can use brine.”

Browne says the MVP Frac system has 
been used in several plays and has resulted 
in incremental production of 20, 30 and even 
above 60 per cent in some cases. It was a study 
of 68 wells the Pembina Cardium in western 
Alberta that showed the 65 per cent production 
increase. Of the 68, 53 wells were stimulated 
using a conventional slickwater � uid system 
and the remaining 15 wells used slick water 
with Trican’s MVP Frac technology.

A comparison was made based on eight-
month equivalent production. With MVP Frac 
slick water, average cumulative production 
per well was 27,209 boe compared to 16,459 
boe with conventional slick water.

� e MVP Frac system sharply reduced 
the likelihood of sand-o�  and allowed for 

signi� cantly higher concentrations of prop-
pant with slightly less water pumped per well. 
� e average number of stages was 27.8 with 
MVP Frac on the 15 wells, and 17.3 stages 
with conventional slickwater fracs on the 
other 53 wells.

Wells in the Montney and other forma-
tions in Canada and the U.S. have also re-
ceived MVP Frac treatments. Browne expects 
data soon on more wells where the technol-
ogy has been used.

He expects that further work with some of 
Trican’s clients will bring additional tweaks 
that will help optimize the MVP Frac technol-
ogy. As it improves, the technology could be 
applied to formations that have traditionally 
required gel as a proppant transportation 
medium and, at the very least, reduce the 
amount of gel required.

Also, since MVP slickwater fracs would 
rely less on turbulence to move proppant into 
fractures, it might be feasible to reduce pump 
rates. “Trican sees a very wide range of appli-
cations for this product,” Browne says.

VISUALIZING THE FRAC
Obtaining timely data on downhole oper-
ations during a frac job can be another means 
of improving outcomes—and well productiv-
ity. “If you miss a stage because a ball didn’t 
drop, or if you can’t tell if a port didn’t open, 
and you didn’t get a frac stage, you can write 
o�  10 per cent of your reserve for that well in 
a 10-stage well. � is can become even more    

COMPLETIONS TECHNOLOGY IN TOUGH TIMES 
MEANS DOING MORE FOR LESS

By Godfrey Budd

Cost
CUTTERS
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important with a higher number of stages,” 
says Dan � emig, president and chief execu-
tive o�  cer of Packers Plus Energy Services.

� e company’s new ePlus Retina monitor-
ing system veri� es downhole events and is 
designed to detect and evaluate key facets of 
multistage completion operations and their 
e� ects on the reservoir. “� e Retina monitor-
ing system provides a cost-effective way 
for operators to visualize their multistage 
completions, enabling on-the-fly oper-
ational adjustments to ensure a successful 
stimulation, as well as provide valuable 
information for future wells,” states the 
Packers Plus website.

Sensors track and distinguish key stimula-
tion operations, including: successful ball 
launch, ball landing on seat, coiled tubing 
sleeve location, port shift con� rmation and 
near wellbore formation breakdown. Besides 
information about downhole operations 
in real time, the monitoring system also 
captures detailed recorded data for future use 
as well. � e ePlus Retina is a non-intrusive 
system, whose event detection and diagnos-
tics help pre-empt potential issues during 
stimulation and optimize the well completion 
operation, � emig says.

He notes that on frac jobs with today’s high 
numbers of stages, completions with open-
hole packers can be uneconomic. “� at’s why 
Packers Plus has moved to a cemented o� ering.”

� e company has launched a cemented 
version of its QuickFRAC batch system. “� e 
QuickFRAC will give you 100 entry points with 
one ball for � ve stages at a time. New technol-
ogy like the QuickFRAC cemented can meet 
the challenge of long laterals in the current 
commodity price environment,” � emig says.

He expects the system will provide an 
economic solution in an era of long laterals, 
perforation clusters—sometimes every 25 
feet—a high number of entry points, as many 
as 40 bridge plugs and “15 million pounds of 
proppant in a single well.”

Another cemented o� ering is the com-
pany’s Di� usor system, which is designed to 

apply ball-drop completion technology in 
cemented wells. Once the system is cemented 
in place, a series of Di� usor sleeves are 
opened, using increasingly larger balls, in one 
continuous pumping operation.

Also recently introduced is Packers Plus 
Quadrant. It performs coiled tubing comple-
tions and combines the use of an isolation 
tool with multiple sleeves to isolate and 
stimulate selected zones of the wellbore. � e 
Quadrant system can be used in both open-
hole and cemented liner applications.

ROLLING UP THEIR SLEEVES
NCS Multistage, formerly NCS Energy 
Services, has continued to upgrade its coiled 
tubing-enabled sleeve technology for frac 
ports. Initially, when the system was intro-
duced a few years ago, the tubing actuated a 
single-use sleeve that opened the frac port. 
� en, about a year ago, NCS introduced its 
(closable) Multi-Cycle sleeve that could be 
subsequently closed and opened as required.

“� e original concept was to leave all 
sleeves in the open position, unless you want-
ed to close o�  watery or other troublesome or 
unwanted production from a section of the 
lateral,” says Eric Schmelzl, vice-president, 
strategic business at NCS.

He says that from January to September, 
8,334 Multi-Cycle sleeves were deployed 
on 354 wells. Although most of the demand 
for the sleeves has been in western Canada, 
some have been used in the Eagle Ford and 
Permian Basin in the U.S. � e design for the 
Multi-Cycle sleeve discarded the original 
single-lock assembly and replaced it with a 
two-position collet.

Originally, to close the sleeve ports 
required a separate trip back into the hole, 
as components of the company’s proprietary 
Mongoose bottomhole assembly had to be 
recon� gured � rst. But with the development 
of the SFC Mongoose (SFC standing for shift, 
frac, close), introduced last spring, a separate 
trip before closing one—or several—sleeve 
ports is no longer required. “So now the SFC 
can open or close as you frac, regardless of 
sequencing. You can now do a much more 
controlled fracture interference through stress 
shadowing,” Schmelzl says.

Also, he says, the SFC Mongoose’s abil-
ity to close a sleeve during a completion 
operation “eliminates proppant inflow into 
the wellbore after the frac. With the SFC, 

you can close the port and the sand stays in 
the frac.”

It also allows for zipper frac-style sequenc-
ing along a single lateral, with an option of 
doing stage one, then stages three, two, � ve, 
four, seven, etc., Schmelzl says.

He says the Multi-Cycle technology also has 
refrac potential. “Instead of using a bridging 
agent to close o�  exsisting perforations to divert 
the subsequent frac into unstimulated seg-
ments of the lateral, you could open previously 
installed but unused sleeves to do a refrac.”

� e coiled tubing sleeve system can 
handle concentrations of proppant sand in 
the 1,000-kilogram-per-cubic-metre range. 
"� e frac is designed for reservoir perfor-
mance, instead of a design based on screen-
out avoidance," Schmelzl says.

GREEN ADDITIVES
Other components of successful frac jobs from 
western Canada’s oilpatch have also continued 
to evolve. Calfrac Well Services has a prod-
uct line that is compatible with � owback or 
produced water. Its development of additives 
for slickwater, foam and cross-linked or gel 
fracs has included research into the food and 
pharmaceutical industries, among others.

“In the slickwater world, we introduced a 
suite of eco-friendly, food-grade, biodegrad-
able products that work well with brines, etc., 
or produced or recycled water,” says Chad 
Leier, vice-president of sales and marketing, 
Canadian division, at Calfrac.

Called the CWS-600 series, it has been 
available since 2005, he says. “� e suite has 
evolved over the last 10 years. Each chemical 
has a number for it. For example, 601 was the 
� rst number for a friction reducer. We’re now 
in the range of 641, there have been so many 
iterations over time. Scale inhibitors have also 
gone through a few iterations. We continue to 
tweak and push the boundaries,” he says.

Besides supporting the operational side of 
fracture completions with products that thrive 
and do their job in brine and � owback water, 
this kind of technology can help in “enabling 
social licence buy-in,” Leier says.

He says that the company’s improved 
performance via a series of iterations and 
their compatibility with produced water or 
� owback are drawing attention to these prod-
ucts for economic reasons as well. “Especially 
in larger projects, the use of produced water 
can save real money.” P
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A s the shale gas and tight oil revolution 
that swept across North America � z-
zles amid anemic commodity prices, 

perhaps the most surprising thing has been 
the industry’s ability to maintain high produc-
tion levels despite drilling and completions 
levels half what they were two years ago.

Ignited by advances in horizontal drilling 
and multistage fracturing that enabled 
commercial production from previously 
inaccessible shale and tight formations, the 
revolution has shown staying power by continu-
ing to advance those technologies to produce 
more with less. After the U.S. active rig count 
began to collapse a year ago—from a record 
high of 1,609 in October 2014 to just 605 one year 
later—production has hardly budged downward.

In fact, the crude price crash to under 
$50/bbl, down more than 50 per cent from 
18 months ago, has only pushed companies 
to re� ne the technologies and signi� cantly 
increase e�  ciencies.

“A recurring theme across corporates 
in both the [exploration and production] 
and services segments was the need to use 
the current crisis to resolve many of the 
ine�  ciencies that have developed through 

the good times and put the industry on a 
stronger footing for the future. � is included 
the willingness by operators to look at new 
solutions, technologies and approaches to 
project development that perhaps would 
not have gained traction without the down 
cycle,” stated Morgan Stanley’s research 
team recently.

� e focus on technology is paying big divi-
dends. According to some analysts, drilling 
and completions productivity is doubling 
every two years, a level comparable to 
Moore’s Law in the computer industry, which 
holds that processor speed doubles roughly 
every two years. At that rate, production costs 
are rapidly falling, making some plays eco-
nomic even in today’s low-price environment. 
And if that pace continues, it could bring 
production costs to a level competitive with 
low-cost OPEC crude.

� e biggest disruption to the energy 
landscape in three decades, the growth in U.S. 
shale oil alone has reached the level of the 
� fth-largest hydrocarbon producer if it was 
a country, notes Mark Mills, a senior fellow 
at the Manhattan Institute, and that could be 
only the beginning.

Most of the equipment and technology 
used to target unconventional production was 
designed for conventional production and is 
yet to be optimized for the new techniques 
and challenges characteristic of shale produc-
tion. As optimization takes place, large gains 
are achieved that bring costs down.

For instance, the speed of improvement 
in drilling time has been “remarkable,” Mills 
says, noting that with virtually no increase in 
costs, three key measures—time to drill, wells 
per rig and total distance drilled—have im-
proved 50–150 per cent in less than � ve years.

� e gains have come from techniques like 
pad drilling, which has grown from a few per 
cent to over 50 per cent since 2006; to more 
e� ective completions, which have produced a 
400 per cent rise in production during a well’s 
� rst month; to increased use of sand proppant, 
which has roughly tripled in volume per well, 
adding only two per cent to completions costs 
while bolstering production by 40 per cent.

But during the � rst wave of the shale 
revolution, which led to a repetitive “factory 
drilling” strategy, the incentive to innovate 
waned as the price of oil soared, making even 
poor producers pro� table. Current methods      

CONTINUED TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES KEEP 
UNCONVENTIONAL OIL AND GAS ON PATH TO GROWTH

By MAURICE SMITH

Down but
NOT OUT
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U.S. SHALE PRODUCTION CHANGED 
THE GLOBAL LANDSCAPE

“
 
While our analysis 
was an initial, high-
level assessment of 
low productivity plays 
outside the U.S., we 
were quite surprised 
at the impressive 
potential for increased 
recovery using these 
unconventional 
techniques.”

— Susan Farrell, vice-president,
upstream energy research, IHS

for stimulating wells remain “surprisingly 
ine�  ective,” Mills says, with typically only 
one-fourth to one-third of fracture stages pro-
ductive, meaning about 20 per cent of stages 
are responsible for 80 per cent of production. 

� e new low-price environment changes 
the game, encouraging a high-grading strat-
egy that will eventually lead to a new surge 
in production—Shale 2.0. “High-grading 
calls for operators to use analysis not only to 
modify techniques for each well, but also to 
use the best tools and techniques in only the 
best parts of the shale. One implication of 
high-grading is that conventional forecasts for 
future supply likely represent underestimates 
because they are based on historical averages 
that in corporate the previous proliferation of 
low-performing wells drilled during the price 
boom,” according to Mills.

� e single biggest disruption coming to 
the shale industry comes not from individual 
technologies or digital connectivity “but 
from the use of big data for radically better 
asset optimization and operations,” he says. 
“Big-data analytics can already optimize the 
subsurface mapping of the best drilling loca-
tions; indicate how and where to steer the 
drill bit; determine, section by section, the 
best way to stimulate the shale; and ensure 
precise truck and rail operations.”

The technology has already made 
inroads into the industry. Halliburton says 
its analytic tools achieved a 40 per cent 
reduction in costs per barrel, Baker Hughes 
has doubled output in older wells and 
Schlumberger credits a 50 per cent gain in 
production to the use of analytics.

“Bringing analytics to bear on the 
complexities of shale geology, geophysics, 
stimulation and operations to optimize the 
production process would potentially double 
the number of e� ective stages—thereby 
doubling output per well and cutting the cost 
of oil in half,” Mills states in his report, Shale 
2.0: Technology and the Coming Big-Data 
Revolution in America’s Shale Oil Fields.

With Shale 2.0, shale’s position as a soon-
to-be $100-billion-per-year U.S. industry is 
secure, he says. “Using analytics to double 
output, thus cutting oil costs in half, means 
that shale break-even costs would drop to $5–
$25/bbl. America’s shale � elds would then be 
competitive in volume and in price with Saudi 
Arabia’s vaunted ultra-low-cost oil � elds.”

CONVENTIONAL APPLICATION
As promising as optimization of horizontal 
drilling and multistage fracturing technology 
may be, even at its present level of applica-
tion it could have a huge impact if applied to 
conventional � elds around the world.

Outside of North America, the technology 
has not, despite many e� orts, caught on in 
promising shale plays elsewhere. But that is 
partly the result of a dearth of infrastructure, 
know-how and even a culture for oil and gas 
development in areas where an oil sector has 
not existed historically.

� e technology might stand a better 
chance of spreading to regions already ac-
customed to drilling rigs and pipelines, but 
whose reservoirs have passed their prime. 
And such basins host plenty of potential, 
according to information services � rm IHS. 

It assessed more than 170 such areas and 
found that as much as 141 billion barrels of 
potential incremental hydrocarbon resources 
could be unlocked if drilling and comple-
tion techniques re� ned in North American 
shale plays are applied to conventional, low- 
productivity oil plays elsewhere.

“While our analysis was an initial, high-
level assessment of low productivity plays 
outside the U.S., we were quite surprised 
at the impressive potential for increased 
recovery using these unconventional tech-
niques,” says Susan Farrell, vice-president of 
upstream energy research at IHS, and one of 
the report’s authors.
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� e technology allows for access to thinner zones not 
previously commercially viable, added Leta K. Smith, 
director of upstream energy research at IHS Energy and the 
principal analyst behind the IHS analysis. “Also, horizontal 
wells allow engineers to connect compartmentalized por-
tions of the reservoir with one well instead of many vertical 
wells, which addresses cost and footprint considerations as 
well as increasing the well-to-reservoir contact ratio.”

Modern seismic and measurement-while-drilling 
technologies also allow operators to achieve better 
placement of fractures to take advantage of natural 
fracturing and other geologic features for maximizing 
production and avoiding water zones. “Combined with 
other technologies developed for shale development, 
such as pad drilling, these improvements could breathe 
new life into some of these older, conventional � elds,” 
Smith said.

In one recent example, IHS pointed to the abandoned 
Saint Martin de Bossenay � eld in France, which was 
redeveloped using modern technology, including seismic 
technology speci� cally targeting non-produced portions 
of the � eld. � ough hydraulic fracturing was not used, as 
it is not permitted in France, redevelopment boosted the 
� eld’s recovery factor from 40 to 44 per cent and added 
one million barrels to proved-plus-probable reserves.

IHS found that the top four countries outside of North 
America for potential incremental oil recovery in low-
productivity conventional plays are Iran, Russia, Mexico 
and China. By contrast, the top four ranked countries out-
side North America for shale potential are Russia, China, 
Argentina and Libya, according to a 2013 ARI analysis of 
global shale formations.

� ough the low-price environment will continue to 
have a dramatic impact on investment in unconventional 
production, in the long term it will create a more e�  cient, 
more technologically advanced industry that is more 
resilient to ever-� uctuating oil and gas prices. 
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T ime is money during any operation in 
the oil� eld. Despite the substantially 
higher completion costs in today’s 

predominantly shale oil– and gas–focused 
environment, the drilling contractor’s work 
and related services still typically account 
for the single biggest expense for a newly 
completed well.

Whether it’s for rig-up, moving or making 
hole, the drilling rig manufacturers and drill-
ing contractors who make rigs are responding 
to operators’ cost-cutting requirements in a 
time of low commodity prices by designing 
their equipment to do things faster.

Increasingly automated and arrayed with 
data acquisition and transmission systems, 
today’s drilling rigs can often move from 
rig release to spud-in at another well on 
a multi-well pad in just a few hours. For a 
move to another well pad, rig-down makes 
use of modular organization, which enables 
speedier transport and rig-up.

“� ere’s been constant innovation in 
downhole equipment. Top-of-hole has 
needed to catch up,” says Dan Ho� arth, chief 
executive o�  cer of Citadel Drilling.

T ime is money during any operation in 
the oil� eld. Despite the substantially 
higher completion costs in today’s 

predominantly shale oil– and gas–focused 
environment, the drilling contractor’s work 
and related services still typically account 
for the single biggest expense for a newly 
completed well.

Whether it’s for rig-up, moving or making 
hole, the drilling rig manufacturers and drill-
ing contractors who make rigs are responding 
to operators’ cost-cutting requirements in a 
time of low commodity prices by designing 
their equipment to do things faster.

Increasingly automated and arrayed with 
data acquisition and transmission systems, 
today’s drilling rigs can often move from 
rig release to spud-in at another well on 
a multi-well pad in just a few hours. For a 
move to another well pad, rig-down makes 
use of modular organization, which enables 
speedier transport and rig-up.

“� ere’s been constant innovation in 
downhole equipment. Top-of-hole has 
needed to catch up,” says Dan Ho� arth, chief 
executive o�  cer of Citadel Drilling.

SAVING TIME 
THE IMPETUS 
BEHIND MANY 
DRILLING RIG 
IMPROVEMENTS

By Godfrey Budd

Faster,
Stronger 
& NIMBLER
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� e idea behind the company, which was 
launched less than three years ago, was to put 
together a team of experienced drilling indus-
try people to “build the modern rig.”

� e Citadel team did its homework � rst, 
however. As part of their research, company 
personnel talked in depth to vendors and put 
questions to potential clients; for example, what 
are � ve things you really want on your rigs? 
What aspects of your current rigs are a problem? 
If you had to sacri� ce some good features, what 
would you absolutely want to keep?

A pattern of priorities emerged. Some of 
the big ones were drawer-works pull, pipe 
racking capacity, pumping horsepower, 
mud tank volumes and fluid handling. 
Also in demand was a rig’s ability to power 
everything and to have “no weak link,” 
Hoffarth says. “We’ve seen many ‘upgrade’ 
rigs that are not up to speed. They continue 
to have weak links.”

� e company specializes in AC triples and 
has two main designs, the TA²CT Series 1 and 
the TA²CT Series 2. Both are geared for pro-
ducers in the Western Canadian Sedimentary 
Basin who need programmable rigs with 
increased horsepower and high pressure and 
pumping capacity.

Integration has been a core technology 
value for Citadel, Ho� arth says. Top drives, for 
instance, ride on a track that is permanently 
mounted to the derrick. “� e track has to 
be removed if it’s a bolt-on. � e concept of 
integration is to save time.”

Other technologies include bi-fuel boilers, 
dual fuel Caterpillar engines and an auto-
mated catwalk and tubular handling system. 
� e latter can be run from a wireless control 
device from the driller’s cabin or by another 
rig hand elsewhere around the rig. Each rig is 
equipped with two 2450-horsepower pumps.

“� e pumps are quadplex, so that gives 
us the ability to clean up the noise in the 
drilling � uid and allows for better readings 
of MWD [measurement while drilling] etc.,” 
Ho� arth says.

� e heavy duty pumping action can 
handle higher pressures and pump up to 4.3 
cubic metres per minute instead of a more 
typical two to three metres. Ho� arth says that 
this extra pumping capacity can cut time for 
a 500–800-metre surface hole from around 20 
hours to six to eight hours.

� e company has been adding a new 
TA2

CT rig to its � eet every three or four 
months, with Rig 6 headed for the � eld in 

December. All rigs have a walking system that 
can move 1.6 million pounds of equipment 
at a rate of four feet per minute with a full 
complement of pipe in the derrick.

Citadel’s rigs are mostly deployed in the 
Montney and the Duvernay. Ho� arth says 
that wells in the Montney that a year ago took 
around 55 days to drill now take 35–45 days, 
thanks in part to the kinds of integrated tech-
nology systems used on the company’s rigs.

TIME IS MONEY
Shaving time o�  drilling operations is very 
much the reason behind Scandrill’s recent 
switch from silicon-controlled recti� er rigs to 
AC top drives plus the inclusion of a cluster 
of innovative features. Neil Pierce, vice-
president of operations at Scandrill, says that 
the Scandrill Vision, the company’s � rst AC 
rig, can cut 10–15 days o�  drilling time on a 
� ve-well pad.

“AC rigs provide more control, with vari-
able frequency drive, so you’re not relying on 
the brake. You’re just using it as an emergency 
brake, as AC powers up and down. Everyone 
is moving to AC. It’s better suited for direc-
tional drilling,” he says.

� e company has about 17 rigs, mostly 
located in the Ark-La-Tex and Permian basins 
in Texas and adjacent states.

Noting that a lot of research went into the 
development of the company’s � rst AC top 
drive rig, Pierce says that the next addition to 
the � eet will be another Scandrill Vision. � e 
1,500-horsepower rig was developed and built 
in partnership with Veristic Manufacturing, 
which specializes in the design and fabrica-
tion of drilling rig masts, substructures and 
walking systems.

� e � rst rig in Veristic’s E-Series, it in-
cludes a hydraulic raising system that eliminates 
the need for a crane to move the mast into place. 
� e mast-raising cylinder stays in compression 
from when the mast is at zero degrees or � at 
all the way to 90 degrees and vertical. � ere’s 
no transition from compression to tension, 
which experts at Veristic say is problematic for 
telescoping hydraulic cylinders.

� e mast and raising system are attached 
to the bottom box substructure. � e mast, as 
a result, can be lowered until it is essentially 
� at, allowing the crew to partially rig up at 
ground level, improving speed of operations 
and safety.

Pierce says that these features, plus the 
fact that the top drive stays in the lower 

mast section, can cut about a day from rig-
up or teardown.

� e new rig has been on multi-well pads 
since February 1 of this year, so its walking sys-
tem plays an important role. It has a 2.4-million-
pound lift capacity, allowing users to skid the 
rig in eight di� erent directions. � e Veristic rig 
walker skids the rig 10 feet in 15 minutes.

“We can move up to 100 feet without 
moving anything in the back. All that moves 
is the sub and the mast, with drill pipe in the 
mast. � e mud tanks and everything else stays 
put,” Pierce says.

Also, he says, “Everything to do with the 
mast and sub, drawer-works etc., are all wired 
directly to the driller’s cabin. � at means shorter 
distances for the cables. It all speeds up rig move 
[on a pad] as you don’t stretch wires as far.”

� e ability to move from one wellbore 
and be drilling on the next within about four 
hours is certainly an asset to the manufactur-
ing rhythms of batch drilling. � is approach 
involves a lot of rig skidding. For example, 
on a � ve-well pad, after rig-up, drilling of 
� ve surface holes is completed, followed by 
the � ve intermediate sections, then all � ve 
laterals. Besides saving time on cleanups and 
tripping pipe, scheduling directional drilling 
sta�  and needed specialists gets a lot simpler, 
reducing stretches of non-productive time.

“Most wells are 19,000–20,000 feet with 
laterals about 10,000. � e [Scan Vision] rig 
can do � ve wells [of this type] in less than 90 
days,” Pierce says.

TAKING A WALK
A variation on the batch approach might be 
to deploy a series of perhaps two rigs for a 
multi-well pad drilling program. Part of the 
company’s Telemast series, the new T250XD 
from Schramm has a hook load capacity of 
250,000 pounds and is designed to “help op-
erators cut costs by utilizing a smaller, more 
mobile and cost-e� ective rig for top-hole 
drilling,” the company said in announcing the 
new rig last year. � e rig model also targets 
shallower laterals with a total depth of around 
10,000–12,000 feet, says Robert Bruce, inside 
sales manager at Schramm.

� e trailer-mounted T250XD features in-
clude increased top drive travel, added blow-
out preventer clearance and a control room 
� tted with Schramm’s proprietary online, 
real-time documentations system. Called 
Rig-ID, it enables access from remote oper-
ating centres via satellite or the Internet.   
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The rig is equipped with the company’s 
patented LoadSafe XD, an automated pipe-
handling system. “No one is on the � oor itself 
during a trip, and the telescoping mast is 
integrated with the top drive,” Bruce says.

� e T250XD follows the debut of another 
niche Telemast rig. � e T500XD is a walking 
unit with a 500,000-pound hook load cap-
acity geared for directional drilling to around 
15,000 feet. Aimed at the Marcellus and Utica 
shale markets, it comes in an eight-truckload 
package. It is at the heavy end of a series that 
includes truck-mounted drilling rigs with a 
hook load capacity of 130,000 pounds.

� e walking BOSS rig from Unit Drilling 
is a triple that also targets the pad drilling 
market—and those who want a big rig to do 
a move quickly with a minimum number of 
truck loads. � e 1,500-horsepower AC rig 
includes a walking system and a box-on-box 
substructure that “stacks itself,” says Alex 
Manering, a marketing representative with 
Unit Drilling. � e heavy duty BOSS comes with 
two quintuplex 2,200-horsepower mud pumps.

� e box-on-box sub reduces the number 
of loads and speeds up rigging and teardown. 
“Because of the design, large amounts of 
equipment � t on a single skid. For example, 
three shale shakers and a mud cleaner are all 
on a hydraulic skid that can be picked up or 
lowered in place without a gin-pull or crane,” 
Manering says.

He says that the eight BOSS rigs that Unit 
Drilling has built are all contracted out. � e 
� ve-cylinder pumps help with rate of penetra-
tion that has hit around 2,500 feet in a day 
with 17,000-foot wells drilled in 17–18 days. 
“� e rigs are rated 24,000 feet with four-inch 
pipe,” Manering says.

Red Deer–based Care Industries, which 
built its � rst walking rig almost � ve years ago, 
also builds workover rigs and mobile carriers 
for rigs, says Mike Mackenzie, vice-president 
of operations at Care.

� e company makes telescoping subs for 
both drilling and service rigs. Its AC drilling 
rigs for Saxon Energy Services include 21-foot-
high telescoping subs and 550,000 pounds of 
hook load capacity. “It’s a full AC rig with a 
cyber-chair for the driller and touch screen 
access. It has an automated catwalk and pipe-
handling system. Everything is hydraulically 
powered,” Mackenzie says.

Making sure equipment to be used in 
Canada is built for cold climate conditions is 
also important, he says, noting that the com-
pany’s shop and products have the related API 
certi� cation. Also, lightweight parts can be 
helpful, particularly on service rigs. “� ey can 
be moved quicker,” he observes.

Although the implicit mantra behind 
many drilling rig innovations seems to be, 
“It’s all about the speed,” the Stand Transfer 
Vehicle (STV) makes little di� erence in this 
area, according to National Oilwell Varco 
(NOV), its manufacturer. � is upgrade in 
rig automation, which removes the derrick-
hand from the mast, had another purpose. “It 
was customer-driven, and safety was the big 
driver,” says Joel Heinen, product line man-
ager, land-pipe handling, at NOV.

� e device, which includes a mechanical 
alignment system that precisely—and repeat-
edly during a trip—positions the STV at the 
� nger slots, was � rst run as a prototype for 20 
months on a drilling rig. “We wanted all the 
issues worked out and got the contractor’s 
input,” Heinen says. 

 PURPOSE BUILT
Citadel’s technologically 
advanced TA²CT self-
moving drilling rigs are 
designed to focus on any 
resource play that is of 
pad, deep well or long-
reach horizontal nature.
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Oil and gas companies are often so 
busy when commodity prices are 
high that they don’t have time to 

pause and examine new technologies. But, 
like savers during boom times, both produ-
cers and service sector companies that put 
some money into improved e�  ciencies, in-
novation, research and development stand to 
bene� t from those investments now that the 
rainy day has arrived.

� e $100 oil price that was around for 
much of the past � ve years, before the price 
collapse of 2014, often left plenty of spare 
cash for serious R&D. Partly the result of 
such prudence and foresight is that even in 
the last year better products and systems of 
various kinds have emerged that signi� cantly 
boost e�  ciencies and save money. Or, as has 
been proclaimed by some, new technologies 
emerged to rescue oil and gas industry.

� e impact was pointed out by Doug 
Suttles, Encana president and chief executive 
o�  cer, who told the New York City–based 
Barclays CEO Energy-Power conference 
recently that when it comes to the Duvernay 

play, costs have been cut in half. “� e inter-
esting story we � nd here is no one believes 
our well costs. We’re constantly told this 
play doesn’t work because well costs in the 
Duvernay are $20 million. And of course our 
well costs used to be $20 million, [but] our 
most recent pad came in at $10.4 million,” 
he said.

For example, Suttles said in the Simonette 
area, average drill time for a 6,500-foot lateral 
had been 46 days per well. � at has been 
cut to just 27 days for a 7,200-foot lateral. 
Measures, such as the use of optimized drill 
bit designs and bottomhole assemblies, and 
doubling the number of fracs pumped in 
a day by running two frac spreads simul-
taneously to reduce completion times, have 
combined to cut costs signi� cantly.

“� ese costs are real and when you com-
bine them with our type curve…you’ll � nd 
that the economics, even at today’s prices, 
work here,” he said. “Our new target is to 
break through the $10-million barrier and we 
hope to actually soon achieve $9.8 million per 
well in the Duvernay.”

Other producers are reporting similar 
e�  ciencies. Despite the low price environ-
ment, WPX Energy says it plans to increase 
its rig count in North Dakota’s Williston Basin 
after driving down costs and lifting estimated 
ultimate recoveries (EURs) using larger stimu-
lations. � e Tulsa, Okla.–based company’s 
estimated drilling and completion costs are 
approaching $8 million per well with six mil-
lion pounds of proppant pumped, represent-
ing a decrease of more than 30 per cent from 
its average in 2014.

“� e combination of cost reductions 
and higher EURs gives us the opportunity to 
generate returns in excess of 30 per cent in 
today’s commodity price environment,” Rick 
Muncrief, WPX president and chief executive 
o�  cer, said in June.

WPX is testing 10-million-pound stimul-
ations with more stages, more entry points 
and a higher pump rate in the second half 
of 2015, using 100 per cent sand rather than 
the previously used combination of sand and 
ceramic proppant. It is also moving toward a 
higher intensity slickwater design targeting      

Driving 
down 
costs
FOCUS ON COST-CUTTING NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES STARTING TO HAVE 
AN IMPACT

By Godfrey Budd
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 the potential to increase initial production 
rates and EURs even further. “Increasing 
the stimulation size is about pursuing add-
itional upside for our EURs. The collabor-
ation we’re seeing from service providers 
makes this the perfect time to proceed,” 
Muncrief added.

ELECTROMAGNETIC ADVANTAGE
Service companies are introducing a variety 
of new technologies to further drive down 
costs. GroundMetrics, a specialist in land-
based resistivity sensing, has developed and 
patented a new sensor system technology that 
it believes could save industry as much as 
$20 billion per year. � e company provides 
survey and monitoring services to oil, natural 
gas and geothermal companies, and govern-
ment agencies. Founded in 2010, the San Diego–
based company quadrupled in size in 2014 
and now has around 25 employees.

Key aspects of its technology are the ability 
to work in almost any terrain and environ-
ment, a depth capacity of more than 10,000 
feet and lateral range of over three kilometres 
from the borehole. � is is in sharp contrast 
with a conventional resistivity or induc-
tion log, where operators can “understand 
the hydrocarbon and � uid characteristics 
of the formation,” says Mark Wilkinson, 
vice-president, unconventionals, geophys-
ics at GroundMetrics. “As a result, you know 
about what’s around the wellbore for up to 
a few tens of feet, but with wells more than a 
few tens of feet apart, you don’t know what’s 
between them.”

� e company’s proprietary system con-
sists of quickly deployable capacitive electric-
� eld sensors, with the trade-name eQube, a 
portable wireless 24-bit data recorder (Eos), 
a non-invasive top casing source (TCS-30) 
and a hybrid source control unit that also 
measures the source output (Imon), along 
with proprietary data processing, modelling 
and inversion codes (DSEMI).

� e critical eQube sensors, which resulted 
from work done by a company for the U.S. 
Department of Defence, are exceptionally 
powerful, about 100 times more stable than 
other sensors on the market, according to 
GroundMetrics.

“Some of the signals that we are record-
ing are very tiny. � e surface sensors are very 
sensitive. We solve the depth issue by using 
the wellbore itself to transmit an electric cur-
rent into the earth. � e casing is the electrical 
conductor. � e current produces an electric 
� eld so now we can map the resistivity of the 
earth,” Wilkinson says.

The company only began marketing its 
electromagnetic technology for shale ap-
plications in 2014. 

Applications in oil and gas for 
GroundMetrics’ system include increasing 
reserves by � nding bypassed and undiscov-
ered oil, increasing production by optimizing 
drill locations, monitoring distribution and 
movement of injected � uids such as water, 
steam, chemicals and CO2 for enhanced oil 
recovery, early detection of premature � uid 
breakthrough and mapping hydraulic fractur-
ing � uid.

Wilkinson says that micro-seismic systems 
have the drawback of using an indirect method, 
with operators having to rely on inference to 
evaluate a frac. Micro-seismic is acoustics-
based. “But our technology maps resistivity 
change, that is, changes caused directly by the 
� uid injection of the frac. Because we know 
where the � uid is, we know where the prop-
pant did and did not go, as the � uid carries 
the proppant,” he says.

Clients include Saudi Aramco, Statoil, 
Encana, the U.S. Department of Energy and 
the California State Energy Commission. � e 
company now has a backlog of work to do 
as its client base grows. “In the downturn, 

clients are looking for new ways to solve 
problems, but budgets are often tight,” 
Wilkinson says.

DRILLING OPTIMIZATION
ARP Automation Controls is another recently 
launched company, in this case based in 
High River, Alta., and with a strong focus on 
making the drilling side of the operation as 
e�  cient as possible. “We started up three 
and a half years ago. It was to build a better 
control system and service it. Our clients’ 
rig downtime is very minute because of our 
control system,” says Keith Church, president 
of ARP Automation.

� e system’s design allows for trouble-
shooting and diagnostics to be done on a 
remote basis. “We have developed a system 
with some special features. Some of it is 
unique. � e aim is to optimize drilling, ser-
viceability and safety,” Church says.

� e company provides a complete 
electrical service including design, construc-
tion and integration. Its growth within a 
couple years to 75 employees by summer 
2014—since the downturn, sta�  numbers 
range from around 55 to 65—no doubt owed 
something to the four founders’ decades of 
oil and gas experience.

Like those of some competitors, ARP 
Automation’s control system is customiz-
able to allow for integration with third-
party equipment, including RigWath, Pason, 
Caterpillar, Easygen, Canrig Top Drive and 
Canrig Wrench.

 EXTENDING RUN LENGTHS 
Baker Hughes’ Stabilis reinforced cutters feature 
geometry that adds a secondary bevel on the face 
of the cutter to increase strength and offer 
protection against rate of penetration–limiting 
chipping and spalling.
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“ We solve the depth issue by using the wellbore 
itself to transmit an electric current into the 
earth. The casing is the electrical conductor. 
The current produces an electric fi eld so now 
we can map the resistivity of the earth.”

— Mark Wilkinson, vice-president, unconventionals, 
geophysics, GroundMetrics
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But elements of the company’s technol-
ogy start to get unique when it comes to what 
Church describes as a true auto-driller. “It an-
ticipates the formation characteristics, based 
on history. � e key is that with our system the 
driller does not have to keep making adjust-
ments. If nothing fails, like drill bits, MWD, 
etc., you might drill a 1,000 metres without 
adjustments. Software plays a huge part, 
also quality programming and algorithms,” 
Church says.

He points to features that go along with 
increased drilling automation, especially 
those traditionally associated with those of a 
driller at the brake handle, that seem almost 
certain to improve e�  ciencies and reduce 
costs. “Automation allows the drilling process 
to be more precisely adhering to the drilling 
program and more sensitive to downhole 
conditions,” he says.

� e company has provided various control 
systems and products for a range of domes-
tic and international drilling companies. 
ARP Automation has provided six drilling 
rigs to recently founded Citadel Drilling—
four 2,000-horsepower triples and two 
1,500- horsepower triples—with full custom 
ARP control systems, including its auto-driller 
technology. Citadel Drilling is taking delivery 
of a seventh triple with an ARP control system 
this winter.

BETTER BITS
Drill bit technology is another area where ad-
vances are boosting drilling e�  ciencies and 
cutting costs per foot drilled. “Bit technology 
has really improved over the last two years. 
� e bit companies have done a job across all 
types of formations,” says Dan Ho� arth, chief 
executive o�  cer of Citadel Drilling.

Recent drill bits from Baker Hughes, 
like the Talon Force, are an example. 
When challenged by anhydrite and hard 
inter-bedded carbonate formations with 
extended chert inclusions, an operator in 
Kazakhstan opted for a heavy-set, eight-
bladed 8.5-inch Talon Force high-velocity 
polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bit 
with proprietary Stabilis reinforced cutters 
to tackle the variegated formations, accord-
ing to a company case history.

� e plan was to drill a 570-metre run of 
vertical section, parts of which could spike 
up to a compressive strength of about 35,000 
psi when chert was encountered. In fact, total 
distance drilled was 593 metres, a four per 
cent improvement over the plan. � e rate of 
penetration (ROP) was 10 metres per hour, a 
250 per cent increase over previous impreg-
nated drill bit runs, and an increase anywhere 
from 110 per cent to 200 per cent over com-
petitor PDC-type drill bits.

“Together, the Talon PDC bit with Stabilis-
reinforced cutters and the AutoTrak V auto-
mated RSS saved the client 5.7 days of rig time 
that equated to an estimated US$240,000,” 
states the Baker Hughes case history.

� e Talon Force bit was launched in June. 
“It takes some of the best features of the Talon 
product line and standardizes a package for 
broader use,” says Jason Hoines, manager, 
drill-bit research at Baker Hughes. “Customers 
want to drill faster, farther, with durability and 
consistent performance. So, with Talon Force, 
we’re bringing a new PDC to market—and some 
new cutter geometrics. Called Stabilis, it’s a 
modi� ed edge geometry. We’re trying to change 
the stress distribution on the cutting edge, and 
get it to stay sharper longer. � at means better, 
more consistent ROP and fewer trips.”

In another case history, the challenge was 
to drill a vertical and curve section in one 
run in a Duvernay well with improved ROP, 
durability and tool-face control. � e solution 
involved the TD506F Premium Talon Force 
PDC bit with Stabilis dual chamfer cutters. 
� e TD506F drilled the entire section with the 
highest ROP of all o� sets. Also, the Stabilis 
cutters “prevented core-out dulls seen on pre-
vious runs, and improved drilling e�  ciency 
while sliding.” ROP was 29.53 metres per hour, 
with 790 metres drilled.

� e Kymera FSR, launched about a year 
ago, is the latest version of a hybrid prod-
uct that combines roller cone and PDC 
technologies. While drilling curves through 
Eagle Ford shale, Austin chalk and Anacacho 
formations, an operator encountered “direc-
tional issues and tool failure,” according to 
a case history. Baker Hughes recommended 
its Kymera FSR directional hybrid drill bit. 
� e result was that the operator completed 
curve sections on three wells in single runs, 
achieved its best ROP for the � eld, reduced 
cost per foot by an estimated 36 per cent and 
saved US$503,122.

Anadarko Petroleum’s recent experience 
in the U.S. onshore also provides evidence 
of how technology advances combined with 
other improvements are streamlining oper-
ational performance. In its Rockies assets in 
Wyoming, Utah and Colorado, the company 
averaged nine operated rigs and drilled 
112 wells in the second quarter. “� is was a 
53 per cent reduction from the 19 operated 
rigs in the second quarter of 2014 when 
Anadarko drilled 152 wells, indicating a more 
than 56 per cent drilling-e�  ciency in the 
region,” according to the company’s second-
quarter oper ations report. P
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“By sharing knowledge from our Eagle 
Ford shale operations in southern Texas, 
we’ve improved the wellbore design in the 
Wattenberg field [in Colorado] in a manner 
that still provides multiple layers of protec-
tion through the water table, and when 
combined with other process improve-
ments, has doubled rig productivity from 
approximately 35 type wells per rig year 
to 70 type wells [per rig year],” says John 
Christiansen, Anadarko director, external 
communications, in an email.

An upgrade to the company’s Wattenberg 
Integrated Operations Center in Platteville, 
Colorado, has increased automation and 
reduced downtime by about 75 per cent 
throughout the � eld.

� e company has used the current market 
environment “to get better, not necessarily 
bigger,” Christiansen says. � e result has been 
improved e�  ciencies and reduced unit costs. 
“� roughout the U.S. onshore, the e�  ciencies 
and cost savings gained to date will enable us 
to drill more than 100 additional horizontal 
wells this year within our original capital 
expectations and with fewer rigs,” he says. 
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Kymera FSR hybrid drill bit runs vs competitor TCI and PDC drill bit runs 
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